Helping Customers Secure Their Remote Workforce
We are offering Proofpoint Enterprise customers Proofpoint Meta free until September 30th, 2020 to help relieve the pressure around preserving access to applications and therefore keeping the business running. Learn more here.

Technology Partner of the Year Award
Proofpoint has been awarded Okta’s Technology Partner of the Year at Octane 2020! See how Proofpoint and Okta protect users by automatically and proactively stepping-up authentication for those users who are most under attack. View LinkedIn post.

Proofpoint Expertise and Tips
NBC Bay Area and VOX featured Proofpoint’s threat expertise as Ryan Kalember, Proofpoint EVP of Cybersecurity Strategy, discussed how threat actors are seizing the opportunity for their gain while also offering detailed safety tips for viewers.

Blog Posts
• Read our new Threat Snapshot: Coronavirus-related lures comprise more than 80 percent of the threat landscape.
• Six Ways to Protect Yourself From COVID-19 Payment Fraud Attempts
• COVID-19 Payment Lures on the Rise

Protecting People Podcast
In our latest episode, we interview Roie Cohen Duwek, Director of Security Research at Proofpoint, about privilege-based attacks. We talk about why EAC attacks are so insidious and effective and what CISOs should do to protect their employees.

What’s up with Symantec?
Still concerned about Broadcom’s new go to market – or lack thereof – with email security? See Proofpoint’s full library of resources to help you move your existing Symantec business to Proofpoint or selling into competitive accounts.

Virtual Lunch & Learn Series Coming Soon
Proofpoint will be hosting a 30-minute virtual lunch and learn series for our joint customers on various Proofpoint topics. Stay tuned for more details!